
In fact,the world at now has been in midst of Pseudo World Wars.
Possible most effective and acceptable way for attacking the wars(Covid & Climate now
heading global extinction)and saving minimum life of all people may be accepting wartime
regime.It may be strongly depend on deadly truth declaration of the concerned Scientists.
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[１]:Covid could not eradicated by vaccine,but accelerate its explosion.
The scientist Montagnier on the mass vaccination:
“Man is working on his own disappearance"
https://comedonchisciotte.org/lo-scienziato-montagnier-sulla-vaccinazione-di-massa-luomo-
sta-lavorando-alla-propria-scomparsa/
This is a bomb remark from the famous AIDS researcher Dr Montagnier.
For Montagnier, everything we are experiencing “ is a company that has been built over time.
It is no coincidence that this pandemic broke out at this very moment. It has been a long
process of coordinating marketing operations with the involvement of pharmaceutical
companies, doctors, scientists and even governments, because it is they who then decided
to apply this program. "
..........
He adds: “ I think it is a crime for children to be vaccinated because, even if they can
withstand the immediate effects of this vaccine at the moment, they could then suffer the
long-term effects that we do not yet know about. It is possible that in the next few years
diseases will develop that are also transmissible for several generations. Just as it is
possible that there are neurological consequences on people who have already received the
vaccine today ” .

6 cases of combined use of hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin for COVID-19
https://www.kansensho.or.jp/uploads/files/topics/2019ncov/covid19_casereport_200519_1.pdf

A meta-analysis of 63 papers revealed the amazing therapeutic and preventive effects
of ivermectin. Several Indian states have already completed the pandemic with
ivermectin. But no country reports at all.
https://indeep.jp/victory-of-ivermectin-in-india-is-blackout/
Till recently, India was widely reported in the media as "the worst new coronavirus-infected
country heading the nation collapse.But Indian Corona coverage do not be seen in these
days.The reason is that "the number of infections and deaths has decreased dramatically."

Thus,above all, revealing the inconvenient truth, the misery could be ceased rapidly.
At 1st all people testing detect infected people,who could be cured the good drugs.
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[２]:Now Climate has become more wild,however still there may be
Final Rescue Methods?!.
Covid could be eradicated by all people testing and rapid developing of effective drugs.
http://www.777true.net/We-could-Win-Virus-by-Testing-All-Nation-People-in-a-short-Time-&-
Expense.pdf
http://www.777true.net/All-People-Testing-&-Basic-Income-Are-Decisive-to-Tackle-against-
Corona.pdf

Similarly climate becoming more wild could be eased by rapid developing effective weapon
against wild climate<global heating with cold wave and risk of Arctic Methane bursting> by
Geo Engineering such as sun heat intercepting by cloud making machine and direct Arctic
cooling by intercepting colder sea water out flow.Then all people testing is equivalent to
all people’s rapid exchanging to new energy from fossil fuel.
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Weapons-for-Climate-War-are-Possible-in-Technology_but-not-in-P
olitics.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf

Rapid implementation never be possible by such way of Business as Usual,but way of
employing Urgent Wartime Regime both with enforcing national power for the effective
strategy against wild climate and with Insurance on Minimum Life for All People.

Unless all peoples acceptance and cooperation toward co live,the world would become
terrific misery of global exploding both by cruel Covid and wild Climate.It is outrageous long
hell era heading global extinction. Now is just time people must opt which road !!. Then the
final decision would be strongly depend on truth declaration of the concerned Scientists and
also the concerned Engineers<optimist?!!>.
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APPENDIX_1:Supplemet Added(2021/08/18).
India’s Ivermectin Blackout. Censorship of Peer-reviewed Analysis
Ivermectin Wins in India
https://www.globalresearch.ca/india-ivermectin-blackout/5753079
News of India’s defeat of the Delta variant should be common knowledge. It is just about as
obvious as the nose on one’s face. It is so clear when one looks at the graphs that no one
can deny it.

New Zealand links first COVID case in months to Australia
Genome sequencing shows Australia link as country begins snap lockdown to stamp out
outbreak.
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/8/18/new-zealand-links-first-covid-case-in-months-to
-australia
New Zealand same as China.,,, are rare nations avoiding pandemic with strategy of
eradication by all people testing and by strong lockdown policy for the emergency.

How one Italian town fought coronavirus,The evidence is clear:
Mass testing for the virus is the key to its eradication – and to saving lives.
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/home-italian-town-fought-coronavirus-20032611
0756424.html?xif=;utm_medium=article_page&utm_campaign=read_more_links
Full testing is the only way in which countries will gain a clear picture of the actual numbers
who have the virus and, therefore, how many people risk infecting others without even
knowing they are doing it.

  e most drastic confinement in the western world
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/replay-radio/un-monde-d-avance/la-nouvelle-zelande-a-quasiment-re
mporte-la-bataille-contre-le-coronavirus_3912391.html
“Detect toward the last patient like as searching needles in a haystack” .
New Zealand has adopted drastic containment since March 26. With one goal: not to stop the
spread of the disease, but to eradicate it completely. the government has decided to stop
everything, Everything was closed: schools, offices, beaches, bars, restaurants, even for takeout.
Visitors arriving from abroad were all placed in quarantine. the government does not intend to
relax its effort. " We will continue to search for the last cases like needles in a haystack,
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